17th January 2019
MEDIA RELEASE

EMMA DELIVERS MOST COMPLETE PICTURE OF PUBLISHER AUDIENCES WITH
FIRST RELEASE OF AUDIENCE DATA FEATURING CALIBRATED NIELSEN DIGITAL
CONTENT RATINGS
•
•
•
•

emma cross-platform readership now calibrated to IAB-accredited DCR digital
audience currency data.
Digital audiences previously unreported in emma (off-platform, secure pages and
mobile aged under 18) now captured.
Greater number of news media and magazine titles now able to report currency
level total audiences.
Trend break in total audience comparisons until October 2019. Print is unaffected.

On 21st January, The Readership Works will release an important innovation in Australia’s
cross-platform audience insights metric, emma (Enhanced Media Metrics Australia). The
new emma audience data now integrates the additional consumers measured by Nielsen
Digital Content Ratings (DCR) previously not included in total readership. The October data
release is the first to incorporate this data.
This new audience data will deliver consistency between industry currency data sources,
improve accuracy and better reflect the total audience of publisher brands.
It also capitalises on the improvements in Nielsen DCR methodology to extend emma’s
ability to deliver currency grade total audience to more magazines and news media
(including regional) titles.
The Internet Advertising Bureau (IAB) accredited Nielsen DCR captures greater coverage of
mobile audiences and includes content consumed via websites, apps and video players
across all devices, and social platforms such as Facebook, as well as Google.
The full integration of the IAB-accredited Nielsen DCR currency into emma will be possible in
the first half of 2019 with the delivery of Nielsen’s full synthetic respondent level database
(SRLD).
In the interim, Nielsen has developed a solution that enables the calibration of the digital
panel data to match the DCR audience data for people 14+. This delivers an alignment of
audience numbers in emma to those seen in the digital currency published in market.

The emma data provides the most accurate and complete picture available for news media
and magazine audiences both on and off platform for tagged sites. Due to considerations for
maintaining sample size integrity, certain titles will not receive a Nielsen DCR calibrated
digital audience number and total audience report until the implementation of Nielsen’s
SRLD database later in 2019. Until that time emma will continue to use NDP data for those
titles to create their total audience reports, rather than a DCR-calibrated number. The
source of each title’s total audience will be cited accordingly to avoid any confusion as to
whether the calibrated DCR figure or the NDP figure has been used.
The Readership Works General Manager, Mal Dale, said: “With our partners at Ipsos and
Nielsen, we continue to strive to deliver the world’s most innovative and accurate crossplatform audience data. This is the next important step in our development program and we
have plenty more to come in 2019 and beyond. It is no coincidence that the UK recently
moved to a cross-platform audience measurement system (PamCo) based on the emma
framework and all other sophisticated markets have adopted, or are in the process of
adopting, the approach we pioneered in Australia.”
IAB CEO, Gai Le Roy, said: “The IAB is delighted with the upgrade of emma to include the
official endorsed ratings currency, DCR, which provides the market the most accurate
audience data for digital. The ongoing collaboration between the IAB and The Readership
Works to provide cross print and digital media measurement is a perfect example of two
industry bodies working together to enhance trust and transparency in market.”
The incorporation of calibrated Nielsen DCR digital audiences means that emma’s digital
methodology has changed and there will be a trend break in the data, rendering year-onyear comparisons of news media and magazines total audience invalid. The trend break will
last until October 2019. Month-on-month comparisons can take place from November 2018
onwards. Print remains unaffected.
ends.
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About emma™
emma™ (Enhanced Media Metrics Australia) is Australia’s cross-platform audience insights metric
built for the digital age. emma™ was developed for The Readership Works (TRW) by independent
research company Ipsos Connect which conducts national audience surveys and is the official
measurement system in more than 40 countries including the UK, Italy and France. emma™ also has
an agreement with Nielsen’s Nielsen Digital Panel to fuse its data with emma’s data, providing
greater cross-platform accountability, accuracy, transparency and frequency of data. The Media
Federation of Australia was involved in the development of emma and sits on the Technical
Committee. emma is independently audited by Dr Rob Hall. More information at:
http://emma.com.au/
About Nielsen
Nielsen Holdings plc (NYSE: NLSN) is a global measurement and data analytics company that
provides the most complete and trusted view available of consumers and markets worldwide. Our
approach marries proprietary Nielsen data with other data sources to help clients around the world
understand what’s happening now, what’s happening next, and how to best act on this knowledge.
For more than 90 years Nielsen has provided data and analytics based on scientific rigor and
innovation, continually developing new ways to answer the most important questions facing the
media, advertising, retail and fast-moving consumer goods industries. An S&P 500 company, Nielsen
has operations in over 100 countries, covering more than 90% of the world’s population. For more
information, visit www.nielsen.com.

